“Hi-de-ho, off we go!” with an all-new animated *Sesame Street* segment.

Join everyone’s favorite fairy-in-training, Abby Cadabby, as she travels beyond Sesame Street with her stepbrother Rudy to visit fantastical locations and take on “missions” themed around different careers. Together, they might become undersea photographers to take a picture of a red moonfish, visit an active volcano as scientists to find lava rocks, or even head into space as astronauts to fix a space station! In each adventure, Abby and Rudy work as a team to overcome obstacles and persevere. At the end of every mission, they offer a guided play suggestion, inviting children at home to play along and pretend to take on whatever job the pair just tackled.

With confident, curious Abby at the center of the action, “Abby’s Amazing Adventures” serves as a valuable example of young girls thinking big and imagining exciting futures for themselves. Continuing a decades-long tradition of animation on *Sesame Street*, this series is the first to be produced entirely by Sesame Workshop’s in-house animation team.